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THE EFFICIENCY OF “TENDANGAN SABIT” TECHNIQUE IN PENCAK SILAT KATEGORI TANDING (A BIOMECHANICAL ANALYSIS)

By
Awan Hariono
Yogyakarta State University

ABSTRACT
Pencak silat is a branch of sport self defense (bela diri) which competed. To win the competition, fighter (pesilat) must be able to attack toward the rival using arm or leg. Attack in pencak silat can get score if doing by power and no obstacles. It is needed good ability technical movements so the attack technique which done by fighter (pesilat) can get the score. Attack technique in pencak silat can be done by using strike, kick and wiper. From the three techniques, kick is a dominant technique which is used during competition, especially “tendangan sabit” technique. In order to the “tendangan sabit” can be done perfectly, instructor (coach) and fighter (pesilat) have to know the phase to do “tendangan sabit” technique. There are some phases must be aware when doing “tendangan sabit” technique, among of them are: (1) Ready position phase is view, body position (togok) and leg attack flexy; (2) Implementation phase, is rotation of hip, leg swing to the object, and impact (view, the connection of leg with the object, head position and foothold position); and (3) Follow-through phase.

Keywords: Analyze, “Tendangan sabit”, Pencak silat

INTRODUCTION
Basic principle of pencak silat competition is getting score by doing attack and defense. Score in pencak silat competition is obtained if the fighter can do strike, kick and maybe get in the object and there is no defense from rival. In order to do attack and defense, the good and right mastering basic movement technique is really needed. According Kotot (2003), basic technique in pencak silat can be categorized into: (1) kuda-kuda; (2) ready position; (3) step pattern; (4) defense technique (defense and avoid); (5) attack technique (strike, angle and kick); and (6) shock/fall down technique. From the six categories, strike technique, kick technique, and shock/fall down technique are the techniques can be used to get score in pencak silat competition. For that, the mastering strike technique, kick technique and shock/fall down technique is really needed in order to the fighter can get the achievement optimally.

For the pesilat beginner, the three techniques are impossible to be taught equally, but taught in a series based on priority scale of purpose every technique. According to Agung Nugroho (2001) basic technique which can be used to get score, approximately 47% which dominantly used in competition pencak silat category is kick technique. Because of kick is the dominant technique which is used along the competition, so the technique be the special attention in exercise process. Technique of kick in pencak silat, among of them are: “tendangan depan”, “tendangan sabit”, tendangan “I”, and “tendangan belakang”.

Kick technique is effort or process which done by leg in defense or attack to get score as much as possible. Kick technique is often bring about as the mainly weapon to attack or defense to get score in competition. Remembering the importance of it, so the implementation kick technique in competition must be effective and efficient.

A kick technique can be said having effectiveness and efficiency movement if can be done quickly and produce score as expected. Kick technique can get score if get in the object by using power and don’t obstacle by defense or capture from the rival. But in reality, the differences perception and point of view of judge toward to the kick technique which using power often cause the differences scoring. For that, the strong sound from kick technique when touch the object can be brought about as indicator that the kick is used by power.

Based on observation, kick technique is a dominant technique which is used in competition pencak silat category. Because of tendangan sabit technique is considered having advantage in producing bigger sound when touch the object so exceptionally beneficial to get score along the competition. For that, tendangan sabit technique is very proper to be taught at first time to the beginner pesilat.

“TENDANGAN SABIT” TECHNIQUE
Learning “tendangan sabit” technique must be take attention carefully on it’s implementation. Coach has important role to give the right technique to the student. In order to get effective and efficient result, it is needed guidance and evaluation about the fault that they have done, it is also told them how to do the right movement. So the students will always have description about the right
“tendangan sabit” technique in their mind. In fact, a coach seldom does the correction technique at the exercise. Most of coaches give matter through the demonstration or only example, it makes the students have difficulties to develop every movement technique, especially “tendangan sabit” technique. This condition makes the student experiences the difficulty to reach achievement optimally.

The movement “tendangan sabit” technique is combination from the continuous movement series, it is started from ready position, hip rotation is continued with swinging leg to the object and follow through. For that, every “tendangan sabit” movement is needed special control so every fault can be seen soon and then give therapy for it.

To get to know and give therapy for every fault which is done by student, coach must be mastered and able to analyze every movement. In the process of establishment technique, coach is not only relies on view but need support from science and technology. Because of every movement in “pencak silat” especially tendangan sabit is done by explosive, so it doesn’t appear clearly the faults when doing “tendangan sabit” technique if there is no support by technology. It means that beside about the branch, coach must be mastered science which able to support formation of technique, such as movement analysis through the kinesiology and sport biomechanics. So the coach can analyze the movement of “tendangan sabit” movement, then the proper result of analysis can be used as contribution of achieve establishment especially movement efficiency, and it produces obstacle of technique “tendangan sabit” movement.

It is observed from the benefit, “tendangan sabit” can be differentiated as “tendangan sabit” for attacking and “tendangan sabit” for defending. “Tendangan sabit” for attacking is “tendangan sabit” which is used to give early attack to the rival object. Whereas the “tendangan sabit” for defending is a kick which is used to avenge or give attack after the rival gave the attack. “Tendangan sabit” technique for attacking can be done by back foot or front foot. Besides that, “tendangan sabit” technique also can be done by step or jump. “Tendangan sabit” which is used by back foot is the first technique for beginner. For that, in this discussion is focused to the “tendangan sabit” technique by back foot.

When using “tendangan sabit” technique, the possibility faults are togok position; hip, knee and foothold leg, which is because of the muscles power haven’t maximal yet especially stomach muscles and back. In order to be able doing tendangan sabit technique well is needed the power of muscles stomach and good back. It is seen from that condition, many pesilat do inefficient and ineffective movement technique in competition, so it prevents the reaching achievement. Suharno (1985) describes that achievement is affected by indogen factors such as physic and mental health, the perfect of technique mastering, the right of technique problem mastering, spiritual aspect and good personality and also stability champion maturity. This reality is needed to be followed up by doing science analysis about the way to do good and right kick. So the “tendangan sabit” technique can be done by pesilat effectively and efficiently.

So the coaches is expected be able to do movement technique analysis from sport biomechanics, it can be gave information about right technique and doing therapy toward to wrong to the student properly. In this time, there are not many coaches do analysis with that technique, it because of the limit equipment to analize.

**THE ANALYSIS OF “TENDANGAN SABIT” TECHNIQUE**

The movement of “tendangan sabit” techniques is divided into some phase: (1) ready position phase (2) implementation phase take-of attack leg, and follow-through phase. To give description about the phase of doing “tendangan sabit” by back foot, can be gave analysis below:

**Table 1. The analysis of “tendangan sabit” technique**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Analytical Keypoints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Ready Position Phase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                       | • The placement of foothold on the “tendangan sabit” is not in the straight line, back foot tents to open a little  
|                       | • The distance of front foothold and back foot is appropriated to the target and the long of leg  
|                       | • The fleksi angle of front knee must bigger than the fleksi angle of back knee  
|                       | • Togok is upright position  
|                       | • The position of arm is in the middle of breast and little bit bent up  
|                       | • The view is focus to the target  |
| b. Implementation Phase |  
|                       | • The movement leg has a lash and the knee as the axis of down leg lash  
|                       | • The movement or the rotation of hip is in the same direction with leg  
|                       | • The position of head must not bow or the view is in target  
|                       | • The position of togok is upright  
|                       | • Kick line must be from down side  |
Ready Position Phase (Picture 1)

Ready position is a basic movement for every technique in pencak silat. According to Agung Nugroho (2001) ready position is starting movement to defense or attack and it is done in the beginning and ending of movement series. Besides that, ready position is meant as tactics movement to face the attacking or accepting from rival (Johansyah, 2004). So, ready position is an important thing to be the basic of the next movement.

Ready position in pencak silat are various based on the institution (perguruan). That shows the riches of pencak silat technique in Indonesia as the owner of pencak silat culture. According to PB IPSI, ready position movement can be differentiated to 8 kinds: (1) ready position one; (2) ready position two; (3) ready position three; (4) ready position four; (5) ready position five; (6) ready position six; (7) ready position seven; (8) ready position eight. From these eight ready positions which is standardized by PB IPSI, ready position one is the most effective to be used to do tendangan sabit. Because of ready position one has shorter line distance and the position of foothold is not in line, so pesilat does faster kick technique (Andi Rafandi, www.CIPSID.org and www.silatcenter.com ).

To analize ready position in doing “tendangan sabit” technique (using right leg), there are some important points should be took attention, they are:

1. **View Direction**
   In ready position, view direction is focused into the object of kick. The aim is in order to the kick has high level accurate.

2. **Front arm flexi**
   Front arm flexi is strove for as close as 90 degree angle. So it will make the movement of leg faster to do the kick.

3. **The position of gravity center projection toward to the footing area**
   In tendangan sabit technique using back leg, the position of gravity center projection will be more benefit if closer to the foothold leg (leg in front). So the force which is used to lift up back leg will be more efficient so the movement will be faster, because of that the balance level pesilat is in unstable balance position.

4. **Front knee flexi and back knee flexi**
   Knee flexi is determined much to the kick result. Too small knee flexi will affect the position of gravity center projection closer to footing area. So earth gravity will give strong effect in movement starting. As the result, the movement is slower. For that, knee flexi should not too big or too small.
when doing ready position. In ready position, front knee flexi must smaller than back knee flexi so the gravity center projection will be aim at leg in front.

5. **Footing area / The wide of area**

The wider of footing makes the pesilat balance level more stable. As the result, pesilat must take out bigger force to do kick quickly. For that, in order to do the kick quickly, so readiness (kuda-kuda) by pesilat is better not too wide.

**Implementation Phase**

Two points of the implementation phase are when the legs out of mattress and at the impact.

![Picture 2. a moment before Take-Of](image)

1. **A moment before Take Of (Picture 2)**

View direction in this phase still focuses to the object of kick in order to the kick has high accurate level. Left arm position is pull to the outside left to make rotation in shoulder, whereas right arm moves to up right to make movement attack leg faster.

In this phase happens the change of position gravity center projection to foothold leg (leg in front) and tents to taller than at ready position. The change of position gravity center projection is affected by the change of flexi knee, it because of the pulling of left arm. Most of faults in this phase are the position of foothold leg tent to step on mattress. This condition makes the movement of attack leg experienced obstacle so the movement becomes slower. For that, when the attack leg is in take-of position, foothold leg must be follow soon to make faster the movement of attack leg.

![Picture 3. Impact](image)
2. Impact (Picture3)

Impact is the phase where attack legs or kick legs touch the target. The success of tendangan sabit is affected from this phase. The movements of ideal phase impact in tendangan sabit technique are: head position appropriates the view of target, the movement right arm is not too much back and the left arm in front of breast, there is hip rotation, kick line is done from the down side to the up side, the position of central gravity projection is in stable balance condition, and the position of foothold leg moves out.

a. View
The view is maintained to the target so the position of head tents to upright, so the level of pesilat balance at the impact is awakened

b. Arm Position
Too faster back swing of arm is affected the movement hip rotation inside too much so the outcome of energy will be larger. Whereas the arm swings down will affect togok movement bent over too much

c. Hip Rotation
Hip rotation determines much in the tendangan sabit, it because of hip function as the axis of leg lash. For that, the process of tendangan sabit exercise, the movement of hip must be take attention.

d. Togok Position
Togok position is maintained upright so the target leg attack is exact to the leg back.

e. Foothold Position
The ideal foothold position is front outside so the movement others body segment is wider relatively.

Follow Through Phase “Tendangan Sabit” Technique (Picture 4)
Advance movement for the tendangan sabit serang technique is put the attack leg to the outside. So the balance of body is maintained and easier to make next movement.

CONCLUSION
Movement in pencak silat include as complex movement, so it is needed good coordination. In pencak silat competition, there are many techniques which is used, one of it is kick technique. Kick technique is often being as the mainstay in competition, especially tendangan sabit. The implementation of tendangan sabit is not only needs good physic condition but also overripe technique as support.

The overripe of tendangan sabit technique is affected by doing the right of every movement series. There are some phase of tendangan sabit movement series, they are: (1) ready position phase, (2) implementation phase (a moment before take-of and at impact), and follow through phase. For that, beginning phase of tendangan sabit technique must be based on movement efficiency which done, not based on movement effectivity.
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